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In this edition: Revamping your planning with scenarios – and what to watch for when using scenarios, 

succeeding in a downturn, personal values in strategy, and when to kill a project 

 

Bold Plans Do Not Come from Old Planning Processes 

Sam Farley, Alan Iny, and Jon Swan. BCG 
There’s a temptation to throw up your hands and say that there’s so much uncertainty around right now 
that planning is useless, but don’t give in. It’s true that strategy life cycles are shrinking in COVID uncertainty, 
but the answer, according to these BCG authors, is a new approach to planning. First, you should ask 
yourself what the operating environment might be three to five years from 
now. Cast a wide net: consider not just what’s likely, but what’s plausible. 
How might trends—and interdependencies among them—combine to 
create or close opportunities? Next, ask yourself what winning could look 
like. Do this by asking yourself again what your operating environment 
could look like, but this time you (and your strategy team) should try to 
imagine several different, radically advantaged versions of your current 
organisation. Each one should be linked to a set of plausible core and 
adjacent actions that, while disruptive, build on your company’s strengths, 
act on competitive openings, and capitalise on megatrends and emerging 
technologies. Thirdly, look at your investments: of the strategies under 
consideration, where are there investments that make sense across all 
scenarios, which require the resolution of a key uncertainty or trend, and 
which should fall off the table? Fourthly, build a capital allocation model. Do 
this on two levels. Build an indicator dashboard to track the critical market 
shifts that trigger key actions, such as orders, inventory levels, and foot traffic at priority retail locations. And 
build a scenario-based capital allocation model that captures the amount of investable “firepower” available 
in each of the next eight quarters under different economic and financial conditions. More 
 

The use and abuse of scenarios  

Charles Roxburgh. McKinsey Quarterly 
If you’re thinking of using scenarios as a strategic tool as the authors of the article outlined above 
recommend, this classic McKinsey article provides some calibration. Scenarios do several things well, the 
author says: they expand your thinking, protect against groupthink and allow you to challenge the 
conventional wisdom, and uncover inevitable or near-inevitable futures (particularly with regard to four 
predetermined outcomes you may have overlooked: demographic trends, economic consequences, the 
reversal of unsustainable trends, and scheduled events beyond your typical planning horizon). But, if you’re 
going to use scenarios, you need to watch for several traps: letting too many possibilities muddy your 
communications, relying too much on a narrow set of outcomes (to check whether it’s too narrow, identify 
low-probability, high-impact events from the past 30-40 years and check whether your scenario set covers 
them), and becoming paralysed by a wide range of broad possible scenarios (the trick is to pick the most 
likely scenarios and to identify the “no regrets” moves that are sound under all scenarios or as many as 
possible – and not to let multiple scenarios prevent your company from having a plan). Another mistake is to 
“chop the tails off the distribution” – to choose a couple of scenarios that are to the right and left of reality 
as your company sees it, ignoring the more extreme scenarios because “they won’t happen” or, if they do 
happen, “all bets are off.” Finally, a common mistake is to put scenarios on the shelf and never revisit them: 
scenarios get better if revised over time. If a scenario becomes obsolete over time, it’s fine to discard it from 
your company’s scenario library – but you should add one scenario for each one you discard. More 
 

“The CEO of one major company 
asked its leadership team to dream 
up newspaper headlines about the 
company in 2025 and write the 
opening paragraphs of those 
articles. There was one rule: the 
story couldn’t just be about the 
company’s stock price or revenue. It 
had to detail the specific capabilities, 
people practices, or competitive 
innovations that differentiated the 
company from the rest of the field 
and made it front-page news.” 

https://www.bcg.com/publications/2020/bold-plans-require-innovative-planning-processes
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/the-use-and-abuse-of-scenarios


Adapt your business to the new reality 

Michael G. Jacobides and Martin Reeves. Harvard Business Review 
Even in downturns and recessions, some companies thrive: one in seven US companies increased both their 
rate of sales growth and their EBIT margin during the last four downturns. What do these companies 
typically do, and how can you learn from them? First, identify changes that will cause demand to expand or 
contract – but don’t stop there: drill down from large shifts to identify specific products and opportunities 
that you think will grow or shrink. (For example: more time at home = more attention to home office spaces 
= increased refurbishment = more demand for paint and flooring products.) Next, put those changes in 
demand on a 2x2 matrix, categorising them by whether they are likely to be short-term or long-term and by 
whether they were existing trends before the crisis or have emerged since it began. This will group the 
trends you’ve identified into four: boosts (temporary departures from existing trends), displacements 
(temporary new trends), catalysts (accelerations of existing trends), and innovations (new lasting trends). 
Think hard about which trends are temporary (in the current crisis, these are often changes driven by fear of 
infection or compliance with official directives), and which are accompanied by greater convenience or 
better economics (and are hence more likely to stick). Next, try to take multiple perspectives: just as the 
military train officers to ask what the enemy is paying attention to, you should look at your competitors 
(who is doing well? What segments are your rivals focused on?), customers (who is behaving differently? 
What new needs have arisen? What are customers paying attention to?) and staff (which workplace 
innovations do you see in leading firms? What opportunities could be rolled out?). Then assess whether your 
business model is aligned with what you’ve determined represents value in the new normal. Can you take 
value online? Can you expand your customer niche? Which platforms should you be working with? Finally, 
look at whether your capital is allocated appropriately. Where do you want to take risks? Is your portfolio of 
bets broad enough? More 
 

The Hidden Values Driving Strategy 

Philip Meissner and Torsten Wulf. MIT Sloan Management Review 
Almost all organisations have a statement of company values that should serve as a basis for the company’s 
goals and how it deals with staff, customers and suppliers in achieving them. But, argue these authors, 
leaders’ own subconscious values play a significant part in how goals are achieved, though they may not be 
articulated or recognised. In particular, personal attitudes towards growth are affected by how much leaders 
value security or embrace risk; attitudes to new ideas and processes are influenced by whether leaders value 
learning or knowing more, and how a company deals with people is often a function of whether the senior 
team enjoys debate or prefers harmony. (The authors provide a self-assessment tool to let you see where 
you sit on each of these three dimensions.) Once executives are clear about their values, they need to review 
whether they align with the company’s values – something that’s usually assumed, but may not always be 
the case. Misalignment isn’t fatal: different parts of a company have a different risk appetite (compare the 
compliance and new venturing functions, for example), so executives should look for a niche that’s aligned 
with their values. More 
 

Bias Busters: Knowing When to Kill a Project 

J. André de Barros Teixeira, Tim Koller, and Dan Lovallo. McKinsey 
Every company has zombie projects: ones that are unlikely to result in a flourishing project, but which 
continue nonetheless, often because managers are all too conscious of how much money has already been 
sunk into them, or because it would be embarrassing to admit that they’ve failed. McKinsey’s bracing 
remedy: designate a “project killer” – someone with deep knowledge of the area who maintains a database 
of all active projects, red-flagging areas of repeated inefficiency, lack of progress or success, or lack of 
opportunity. The project killer’s task is to build a case for why a red-flagged project should continue (with 
appropriate changes) or be killed. The authors cite a food company that pruned its project portfolio from 
over 560 projects to just over 200, with significant effect on profitability. More  
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